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OVERVIEW
 For this project you will be illustrating a series of icons/
illustrations based on a television series. Your illustrations will be 
split into 1) editorial icons/illustrations, and 2) navigational icons. 
You will produce 10 total icons/illustrations. 
 As graphic designers you will be called upon every day to 
synthesize experiences, ideas, or instructions into simple graphic 
forms. These simplified graphic illustrations can be focused on 
function and simplicity, or on form and narrative. Icon series can 
function as navigational sets that guide users in wayfinding or can 
be more editorial in nature—segmenting content or illustrating 
complex ideas. Today’s graphic symbols/icons are modern 
versions of the first pictograms and are used for everything from 
corporate logos to walking instructions at stoplights. A visually 
compelling and modern usage of symbols/icons as a system of 
communication are the graphics created every four years for the 
Olympic games. The first Olympic icons were introduced during 
the 1964 Tokyo games by Yoshiro Yamashita. The highly stylized 
graphics were designed to be “read” by visitors from any nation 
without the need for language or cultural references.  
 
WORKING METHODOLOGY // 
You will be illustrating two sets of icons that will be based on your 
chosen TV series. Both sets should have a visual connection and 
function together as a system. They might utilize the same color 
palette, drawing style, graphic style, or structure; but should 
obviously be from the same system. Overall, your icons should:  
+ Be easily identified 
+ Should use a reductive color palette 
+ Must have consistent visual weight and balance 
+ Must have consistent visual language 
+ Must effectively use principles of design — balance, proportion,  
 rhythm and unity

However, the two icon sets will have different content and 
objectives: 

EDITORIAL ICONS (6)
You will create six editorial icons that are based on specific 
episodes from a single season of your selected TV series. These 
icons should convey a key item or event from the episode. The 
illustrations may be more conceptual and not as literal. They will 
focus more on form and storytelling than functional outcomes. 
These icons might function alongside the episode title on a page 
that summarizes the story of the episode (think of the episode 
landing page on Netflix). Your editorial icons will be designed to 
function within a 3 x 3” (printed) and 216 x 216 pixel (digital) space. 
 

NAVIGATIONAL ICONS (4) 
You will create four navigational icons that represent:  
1) reviews; 2) cast; 3) storyline; and 4) episodes. These icons 
should communicate the content of each category in a simple 
representational translation. The illustrations will be more 
simplified and functional in nature. They should connect with a 
user’s understanding of the content and help them differentiate 
content. These icons might be utilized in navigational or 
informational settings to increase recognition and scanability. 
Your navigational icons will be designed to function within a 1 x 1” 
(printed) and 72 x 72 pixel (digital) space.  
 To successfully complete this project you will need to invest 
significant time into visual research, conceptual exploration, 
graphic exploration, refinement, technical awareness, and 
clean presentation. Your progress each class is critical to getting 
feedback and making consistent progress. Failure to invest in 
these processes will dramatically impact your final outcome and 
growth.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
This project is designed to introduce methods of developing 
a systematic set of iconic symbols through reduction and 
limitations. The project will help you: 
+ Gain an understanding of the diverse ways in which icons can  
 be utilized in a variety of contexts.  
+  Gain experience creating icons/symbols employing highly  
 stylized and reductive language for clear, immediate and  
 universal visual communication 
+  Learn to design stylistically cohesive visuals for comprehensive  
 graphic systems 
+  Learn to understand semantics and syntax 
+  Learn the importance of simplification and scale when creating  
 iconographic work 
+  Begin to understand the differing requirements for print and  
 digital reproduction 
+  Practice working and thinking quickly 
+  Continued development of research skills 
 
SPECIFICATIONS 
One final presentation of full icon series presented on a 16 x 11” 
page and mounted on 20 x 15” black matt board
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SCHEDULE 
Mon Oct 24 Review Project / Select  
Wed Oct 26 Work Day 
Fri Oct 28 Critique drawings for 6 episode icons 
   Homework: Revise top drawing for each episode icon

 
Mon Oct 31  Halloween Party!  
   Critique Redrawn sketches for 6 episode icons 
   Homework: Draw 5 options for each of 4 Navigational Icons (20 total) 
Wed Nov 2 Critique drawings for Navigational Icons 
   Homework: Rework Navigational Icons 
Fri Nov 4  Critique navigational icons 
   Homework: Vector Navigational Icons and Episode Icons

 
Mon Nov 7 Critique Vector Navigational Icons and Episode Icons 
Wed Nov 9 Work Day 
   Homework: Make everything great, bring printouts for critique 
Fri Nov 11 Final Critique 
   Homework: Make everything even greater, bring finished board.

Mon Nov 14 Project Due


